Abstract-The attribute reduction based on rough set usually reflects the essence of information table and it is the key content of rough set theory. With the analysis of the difference degree between equivalence classes or tolerance classes based on rough set theory, a measure for the importance of attributes was introduced. And based on the measure, a method of the reduction of attributes was proposed and a corresponding reduction algorithm was designed. This method is applicable to a complete information system and incomplete information system. In the algorithm, the measure was used as heuristic factor to find a reduction subset. And also, the approximation quality of classification was applied to evaluate the quality of the reduction subset. Finally, test and comparison results show that the proposed method is feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The attribute reduction based on rough set usually reflects the essence of an information table and it is the key content of rough set theory [1] [2] . Nowadays, the main research directions of the reduction of attributes focus on the more effective attribute reduction algorithms, the optimal feature subset, reducing the time complexity of algorithms and so on [3] [4] [5] [6] . Many researchers have proposed a lot of reduction algorithms from different point of views. Miao proposed a heuristic algorithm for reduction of knowledge [7] and a knowledge reduction algorithm under graph view [8] . Liang [9] presented an information quantity based heuristic algorithm for reduction of attribute. Wang [10] [11] presented an algorithm of reduction based on the information entropy. Generally, it is shown that the existing attribute reduction algorithms have some disadvantages such as the time performance, the quality of a reduction subset and so on. For generating a reduction of attributes rapidly and accurately on data sets with core attributes, this paper introduces a difference degree between equivalence classes or tolerance classes based on rough set theory, proposes a measure for the importance of attributes. And based on the measure, a method of reduction of attributes is proposed and a corresponding reduction algorithm is designed. This method is applicable to a complete information system and incomplete information system. In the algorithm, the measure was used as heuristic factor to find a reduction subset. And the approximation quality of classification was applied to evaluate the quality of the reduction subset.
II. DIFFERENCE DEGREE OF CONDITION ATTRIBUTES AND EVALUATION OF REDUCTION SUBSETS
A. Difference Degree and Importance of Condition Attributes (1) Similarity and difference degree between sets Firstly, the similarity and difference degree between sets are introduced as follows. 
Definition 1
, where X denotes the cardinality of the X .
(2) The similarity and difference degree between equivalence classes in a complete information system Secondly, the similarity and difference degree between equivalence classes in a complete information system are described Let
be a complete information system with decision attributes., namely a complete decision system, where 
And a difference degree between equivalence classes is defined as follows:
Based on the difference degree, a measure for the importance of attributes is defined as follows.
Definition 3 The importance degree of any condition attribute subset A P ⊆ with respect to decision attributes D is defined as follows.
The similarity and difference degree between tolerance classes in an incomplete information system Thirdly, a similarity and difference degree between tolerance classes in an incomplete information system are described Let
be an incomplete information system with decision attributes, namely an incomplete decision system. Let 
Definition 4 A similarity and difference degree between tolerance classes is defined as follows.
And a difference degree between tolerance classes is defined as follows. 
Obviously, the less powerful classing ability of an attribute subset C P ⊆ , the smaller its importance degree. On the contrary, the more powerful classing ability of an attribute subset, the bigger its importance degree.
B. Evaluation of reduction subsets
It is one of importance steps for evaluating a reduction subset in the process of generating attribute reduction subsets. Generally, two indexes are used to evaluate whether the reduction is good or bad. One is the degree of importance of an attribute reduction subset for classification, generally the bigger the better. The other is the degree of attribute dependency between reduction subsets, which can describe superfluous attributes, generally the smaller the better.
In this paper, the approximate quality of classification is used as a measure to evaluate whether an attribute reduction subset is good or bad. In an incomplete decision system, because there exist some null values, many attributes may become core attributes. So the positive region will change irregularly. In our method, an attribute reduction begins with an empty set without computing the core attributes and ends in satisfying with the given constrain conditions by adding the attribute with the most importance degree in current computing step. The algorithm for generating a reduction of attributes based on the measure for the importance of attributes is described as follows. Step 2: Judging whether the given decision system is complete or not;
Step 3: Computing the difference degree of attribute subset P ; For a complete decision system, computing the difference degree according to the formula )) ( ), ( (
For an incomplete decision system, computing the difference degree according to the formula )) ( ), ( (
Step 4: Computing the importance degree of each attribute in P ; For a complete decision system, computing the importance degree according to the formula ) , (
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For an incomplete decision system, computing the importance degree according to the formula ) , (
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Step Step 8: Algorithm ending.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A . Experiment Introduction
(1) Experimental environment CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 1.80GHz Memory:1.00GB Hard disk:160G Operation system: Windows XP Professional Developing environment: using C++ language, running in VC6.0 (2) Contents for testing and comparing The contents for testing and comparing of the algorithm include two aspects. One is to test the running time of the algorithm. The other is to evaluate the reduction obtained whether it is good or bad.
B. Testing and Comparing of Algorithms in a Complete Decision System (1)Datasets
Four datasets from UCI have been selected to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. These data sets only need a small amount of discrete or inherently discrete. Table 1 shows the description of data sets. (2)Testing results
For comparison of our algorithm (denoted by ARDD )), we select existing four other algorithms for generating reduction sunsets. They are the reduction algorithm (denoted by A1) based on the positive region, the reduction algorithm (denoted by A2) based on the importance degree of attributes, the reduction algorithm (denoted by A3) based on the discernibility matrix and the reduction algorithm (denoted by A4) based on information entropy.
The algorithm A1,A2,A3,A4 and our method respectively are run on each dataset and two results are obtained. One result is running time of each algorithm. The other result is the percentage of the cardinal number of the reduction subset generated to the total number of attributes in the datasets.
The experimental results are the average of algorithm iteration for ten times. Test results are shown in table 2. Note :"-" denotes that no result is obtained From table 2, it is shown that the algorithm A1 don't generate any reduction subset on three datasets. By analyzing it is known that these datasets don't have any core attributes. So, it is not suitable for the reduction algorithm based on the positive region to generate reduction on a dataset without core attributes.
The algorithm A2,A3 and A4 can obtain reduction subsets on any dataset, but it can not be guaranteed that the cardinal number of the reduction subsets is the smallest in all reduction subsets. Furthermore, the runtime of one of algorithm A2, A3 and A4 becomes more greater than that of the proposed algorithm when the scale of a dataset being bigger.
From the above table, it is shown that the proposed algorithm can not only obtain a reduction subset with the smallest length on four datasets, but have good performance in running time as well when datasets being bigger.
C. Testing and Comparing of Algorithms in an Incomplete Decision System (1)Datasets
Three data sets from UCI have been selected to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Table 3 shows the description of data sets. For comparison of our algorithm (denoted by ARDD )), we select existing two other algorithms for generating reduction sunsets. They are the reduction algorithm (denoted by B1) based on the positive region and the reduction algorithm (denoted by B2) based on the discernibility matrix.
The algorithm B1,B2 and our method respectively are run on each dataset and two results are obtained. One result is running time of each algorithm. The other result is the percentage of the cardinal number of reduction subset generated to the total number of attributes in the datasets.
The experimental results are the average of algorithm iteration for ten times. Test results are shown in From table 4, it is shown that our algorithm can obtain a satisfied reduction subset and a good running time performance on datasets with null values comparing to other two algorithms. Similarly, it is not suitable for the reduction algorithm based on the positive region to generate reduction on a dataset without core attributes.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The attribute reduction based on rough set usually reflects the essence of an information table and it is the core content of rough set theory. In this paper, with the analysis of advantage and deficiency of the existing attribute reduction algorithms, an attribute reduction method based on the difference degree of sets has been proposed In the algorithm, the similar relation and equivalence relation have been combined and the difference degree has been used as heuristic factor to find the reduction set in a dataset, which may be an complete decision system or an incomplete decision system. And also, the approximation classified quality has been applied to evaluate the quality of reduction subsets. Test and experiment results show that the proposed method is feasible. Especially the method can find out reduction subsets rapidly and accurately on data set with a core.
Further work involves such aspects as optimizing the algorithm, testing further in some large datasets, making comparison with other methods in all aspects, and so on.
